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H

orror in Blackwood Forest is an adventure designed
for use with the fifth edition of the first fantasy
roleplaying game. It is intended for four to six
characters of about 7th level. The adventure starts when
the characters are new arrivals to the port town of Gullhem, but the events in the adventure can be modified to
fit any frontier town on the border of a foreboding eviltainted forest.

Adventure Summary

T

he heroes are summoned by the lord of a small
coastal barony on the outskirts of the kingdom.
His son has been kidnapped by what he believes to
be a cult of the Lord of the Dead and spirited away into
the heart of the bordering Blackwood Forest.
The forest is known to be under a curse; it is said the trees
grow so thick that sunlight never penetrates the forest,
and few who enter ever return. There are old stories as
well as recent rumors of undead horrors and demonic entities who control the forest. The baron is desperate and
needs brave souls to bring his son back. Thus far, his own
men have proven inadequate to the task.
The adventurers set off on what seems to be a standard
search-and-rescue mission, but after a harrowing trek
through the dark wood, they uncover an undead cult and
find themselves facing a powerful half-lich. In the end,
the party must not only rescue the boy, but stop a conspiracy that connects back to the baron’s inner circle.

background

B

lackwood Forest is an ancient wood that encompasses hundreds of square miles, and it forms not
just a bulwark between the town of Gullhem and
the rest of the kingdom on the mainland, but a kingdom
unto itself—a kingdom of the undead ruled by a powerful necromancer. The forest grows on top of a crack in the
wall between worlds which allows negative energy to seep
forth and corrupt the area.
For the crime of tearing open the portal to the negative
energy plane centuries ago, the necromancer who rules
the forest was in fact imprisoned within by a cabal of
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white magi who used the necromancer as a focus to bind
the dark energies to the borders of the forest. Since then
he has lingered, going slowly mad, sustained by the energy therein, but obsessed with escape. Over the years, the
necromancer has drawn a small contingent of followers,
worshipers of death itself, to his tower, and he has learned
to exercise a degree of control over the negative energy of
Blackwood Forest.
For many years, the necromancer has sought the path to
escape his prison, and recently he found it in the Von
Gullhem family line. The baron’s son has a unique quality
to his blood from an ancient fey bloodline that has until
now been recessive in the family. To gain access to it, the
necromancer is in league with the baron’s own seneschal
and with a succubus who has murdered and replaced the
baron’s wife. The succubus is both the necromancer’s lover and his link to the outside world; when he summoned
her, he was able to bind a powerful creature who has the
power to come and go from the forest as she likes.
The necromancer’s sole obsession is to escape the forest
in which he is imprisoned, but his path requires lichdom
and spreading his influence across the lands. The blood
of the baron’s son is the last ingredient in a ritual the necromancer needs to cover the lands in darkness and escape
the forest. To this end, the seneschal has taught the boy
the beginnings of spellcasting to awaken his latent blood.
To escape the forest, the necromancer must bond to the
boy’s blood and complete the ritual to create his lich’s
phylactery, which will require the slaughter of the whole
town of Gullhem.
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act one - Beginning the Adventure
Adventure Hook

T

he heroes come upon the Barony of Gullhem, a
border fiefdom ruled over by the benevolent Baron Wolfgang Gullhem on the border of the cursed
Blackwood Forest. Not long after arriving in town, the
party finds themselves embroiled in a fight with a bunch
of thugs, arranged by the baron himself. The town guard
(tipped off to the situation and waiting nearby) arrive
within moments and the characters are summarily arrested for what seems a misunderstanding. Instead of being
taken to prison, they are called before the Baron himself,
who wishes to task them with a job. This attack is presented in the Fog Wood Inn section, below.
Alternatively, the GM can devise a different hook suited
to the campaign to get the characters an audience with the
baron where he tasks them with finding his son.
The Baron’s son has been kidnapped by a dark cult and
taken deep into Blackwood Forest, a realm known to be
cursed by the undead. He doesn’t know what they want
with his child, but his own resources are thin and his
troops constantly engaged in defending his realm from
humanoids that rage across the land. He needs adventurers to take on this quest. He offers a handsome reward for
returning his son safely.
The Baron presents the party with a diving rod (see appendix B). His entire family has been attuned to various rods
by special tattoos enchanted by his seneschal to enable
them to be tracked wherever they go. The rod, the baron
says, will guide them to wherever his son has been taken.
If nothing else, it’s the party’s best shot to find the boy.

Arrival in Gullhem

The adventure begins as the heroes land in the port town
of Gullhem, a fiefdom on the edge of a dangerous forest,
but one that thrives due to its strategic location on the local
waterways. It’s an important stopping point between two
major ports of call and as such contains a bustling port of
merchant sailors. It’s also a rough town, a place that would
quickly degenerate to a pirate’s haven were it not for the
presence of the baron’s guard just about everywhere.
Gullhem
Medium port town
Population: 5,000 locals, up to 15,000 visitors on any
given day

Demographics: 75% human, 10% halfling, 5% elf and
half-elf, 3% half-orc, 3% dwarf and gnome, 4% other
(dragonborn, tiefling, etc.)
Government: Barony, ruled by Baron Wolfgang Gullhem, nominally in the service of the local kingdom, but
the barony enjoys a great deal of autonomy.
Crime and Punishment: The baron’s guards heavily patrol the town at all times and maintain order with a fair
but heavy hand. Those arrested are brought before the
constable and held in local jails until their trial date. Major crimes, such as sedition and rebellion, are brought
before the baron himself for judgment.
As a trading port, the Gullhem has a number of points of
interest. Like many towns, it’s divided into quarters and
surrounded by a wall on three sides, the fourth side being
waterfront and docks. The four quarters in town are the
residential quarter, the merchant’s quarter, the docks, and
the noble’s quarter. Visitors are generally restricted to the
docks and the merchant’s quarter.
Strangely, none of the buildings appear to be constructed
of wood from the forest. They are constructed from exotic materials like marble and granite. Questioning locals
about this yields no useful answers; everyone seems genuinely confused at the line of query, answering simply, “It’s
always been that way.”
Asking about the forest yields a terrified gaze and a superstitious ward. Locals insist that nobody goes into
that forest because nobody who ever goes in comes out
again. The place, they insist, is cursed, and they won’t
discuss it further. “We leave it alone,” they say, “and it
leaves us alone.”
In truth, the dark energies of the forest have also gradually sapped the knowledge of what once occurred here
from the populace, who believe that things are simply as
they always have been. As such, the entire history of this
realm has been lost to time. Any mention of the necromancer, his crimes, or his imprisonment has been magically stricken from record and memory.
Characters who arrive in Gullhem may likely end up
at the Fog and Horn Inn, detailed below, for room and
board, but other areas of interest in the merchant’s quarter include the following:
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Aunt Milly’s. This shop deals in esoterica and gifts purported to come from all over the world: the ideal jewelry
piece for one’s beloved, decorative statuary, figurines, knickknacks, and other souvenirs. While Aunt Milly’s is not a
magic shop, many of the items she sells are lightly enchanted or otherwise touched by mystery. Use the trinkets table
on page 150 of the core rulebook to populate her inventory.
Aunt Milly herself is a grandmotherly human commoner who looks to be in her sixties. She’s portly and
wears glasses perched on the edge of her nose. She’s quite
friendly but won’t hesitate to call the guard if anyone
causes trouble. The guards have a soft spot in their hearts
for Aunt Milly and keep close tabs on her. They arrive in
1d4 rounds to any summons.
Old Pritchard’s Bakery. Old Pritchard is a retired halforc bandit whose passion is baked goods. From his sourdough to stone ground wheat breads to his cakes and pastries, his goods are truly outstanding. His prices are a bit
high, as much as a silver piece for six cupcakes, but they
are worth it!
Spike’s General Store. Spike is a slender halfling commoner who runs the local supply shop. Just about any
sort of general gear can be found here, short of weapons.
In fact, Spike demands that all those who come into his
store surrender their weapons to his bodyguard, Leo, a
large, reptilian, tortoise-like humanoid armed with two
large swords. Weapons are always returned upon departure. His prices are fair and standard.
The Shoe and Horn. The Shoe and Horn is owned by
a set of identical human triplets, all retired adventurers.
Jaina (veteran) is the local blacksmith, and she can make
anything from weapons to armor to horseshoes. Lisa
(scout) is an outstanding carpenter and bowyer/fletcher,
and her works are treasured far and wide. Mindy (spy)
is a leatherworker who produces everything from jerkins
and tunics to boots, armor, and even journals and handbound books. The prices here are 50% higher than those
in the core rulebook, but the workmanship is very high
quality, and if persuaded with a successful DC 15 Persuasion check, they can be negotiated down to only 30%
higher than prices in the core rulebook.

The Fog and Horn Inn
As the party travels through town, seeing sights and possibly looking for work, they eventually find themselves at
the town’s only Inn, near the docks. It’s a place that some-
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how manages to combine a homely atmosphere with a
rough-and-tumble clientele.
The place is dimly lit by orange lanterns hung at regular
intervals on the walls and a blazing fire in the hearth. A rug
made from owlbear fur decorates the floor before the hearth,
and a comfortable seating area with couches and lounge
chairs forms a restful place where old timers tell stories and
bards perform to eager listeners. The long, oaken bar rests
along the far wall directly opposite the main door of the commons room, and mismatched furniture decorates the place in
the form of tables, chairs and stools of various sizes, shapes,
and heights.
Sailors engage in card and dice games with names like
Demon Dice and Twenty-Four, and any characters who
wish to gamble or game could do so with the appropriate
ability checks (using Intelligence or Wisdom and the corresponding Gaming Set proficiency). None of the games
are sponsored by the house, all are of the pickup variety
and could be a good way for characters to gather rumors
(see sidebar).

The set-up
At some point during the evening, a gang of thugs pick a
fight with the heroes. If a character joins a gambling table, they are accused of cheating by one thug. If not, the
fight could begin any number of ways: a thug bumps into
a character and blames them, then insists they apologize
by kneeling down and kissing his boot; a thug could approach the characters where they sit and insist, “You’re
in my seat, toady. Move!” Of course, even if the characters move, the thugs push the issue until combat ensues.
These are bullies who are looking for a fight, and they’ve
got blood on their minds.
They start by using unarmed strikes, enhanced with grapple attempts or improvised strikes with bottles. Other
thugs target a restrained character with a bottle strike,
attempting to knock them out. After 2 or 3 rounds, the
overly aggressive thugs draw shortswords and close to attack. At this time, the town guard intervenes.
The characters may be suspicious why things got ugly so
quickly. During the scrum, a successful DC 17 Perception check reveals each thug has bloodshot eyes and a
nervous facial twitch. These are slight side effects of the
toxin affecting the thugs.
In truth, this is both a test and a means by which the
Baron is seeking to solve a problem of his. The thugs are
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